tntroduction
111 angle resolved photoelectron spectroscopy fine structure (ARPEFS) the oscillatory behavior of th+ differential cross section may be used to deduce informjtdon about the local enviroment of a particular atom, in analogy with EXAFS. In the plane-w&.e approximation to ARPEFS [I] , the cross section d o / d n = I($zji, d$core)12 is readily evaluated and for a K shell core state gives However the plane being necessary to This generalization wave approximation is found to be inadequate even at fairly high energies, it take into account the spherical wave nature of the photoelectron final state. is summarized here. When d a / d R is integrated over all possible directions of -the final photoelectron state one must obtain the total absorption cross section and consequently the correct XAFS formula. We demonstrate this reduction using a generalized optical theorem. We show that the basic structure of Eq.(l) is preserved provided one generalizes the scattering amplitude f (8) to an effective scattering amplitude j(8,Z).
2. P h o t o a b s o r p t i o n cross section in t h e p l a n e wave limit
The photoelectron final state in photoabsorption is conveniently viewed as a time reversed scattering state121 consisting of incoming spherical waves and an outgoing plane wave in the observation direction k, ($2) = 1:) + 4~k~~~i ( i ) t i~l~-, 6 ) . where f (6' ) is the scattering amplitude of the scatterer and fc(6') is the scattering amplitude of the absorbing atom. Hence we finally obtain where j(0, R) = f to)(@, R) + tan 6 '~ cos 4'f(l)(8, R), fefi(6') = C1(21+ l)t~P~(cosB)el(kR) and fLff(6') = CltlP~(cos8)cl(kR)[(l + l )~~+~ + Icl-I]. As an additional approximation, designed for computational speed and accurate to within a few eV above threshold, we introduce the asymptotic formula for the spherical correction factors of the plane wave limit of the Hankel functions [3] cl(z) FZ dl + Z(l + 1)/2x2 exp(il(1 + 1)/2x). In the same way a similar expression can be worked out for L shell photoemission [7] . Neglecting the s-channel contribution, the leading term is given where
Numerical results
In figures 1 and 2 we present a comparison between the exact spherical wave result [6] , and expressions using f , f (O) and
We use Ni atomic phase shifts with a nearest neighbor distance R = 2.49A. We find good agreement between the expression using f (O) and the exact treatment at energies as low as 100eV. The term proportional to I ( ' ) is important at observation angles awayfrom the forward and backward directions when the energy is low. The double scattering term is nonnegligible in geometries in which the photoelectron is backscattered. 
Generalized optical theorem and XAFS reduction
It is of interest to see how the XAFS formula can be obtained when d u / d n is integrated over all angles. The previous reduction, based on the plane wave approximation and-the optical theorem(l1, must be modified when spherical wave corrections are considered.The details of this derivation will be presented elsewhereI71. Integrating over all angles to get p we have p oc
dflJMz12 . Evaluation of this expression yields
Here ]*lo) = 1/2i(l+&) -I G, ) ) .
Since t i = ei61 sin6,, Imtl = Itr/' and the last two terms cancel.
In the plane wave limit this is just a statement of the optical theorem[l], a = Imf ( O ) / 4~k . In the
